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ABSTRACT
Super resolution image reconstruction allows for the enhancement of images in a video sequence that is superior to the
original pixel resolution of the imager. Difficulty arises when there are foreground objects that move differently than the
background. A common example of this is a car in motion in a video. Given the common occurrence of such situations,
super resolution reconstruction becomes non-trivial. One method for dealing with this is to segment out foreground
objects and quantify their pixel motion differently. First we estimate local pixel motion using a standard block motion
algorithm common to MPEG encoding. This is then combined with the image itself into a five dimensional mean-shift
kernel density estimation based image segmentation with mixed motion and color image feature information. This
results in a tight segmentation of objects in terms of both motion and visible image features. The next step is to combine
segments into a single master object. Statistically common motion and proximity are used to merge segments into master
objects. To account for inconsistencies that can arise when tracking objects, we compute statistics over the object and fit
it with a generalized linear model. Using the Kullback-Leibler divergence, we have a metric for the goodness of the track
for an object between frames.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Super resolution image reconstruction [1] is a potentially useful tool. It should allow recovery of fine image detail at
higher resolutions for frames in a video. In general, what this means is that we can take images in a video and recover a
higher resolution set of images than the original movie was filmed in. This is possible because we can recover extra
information about a frame of video by extrapolating hidden values from other frames in the video.

Figure 1. Under ideal circumstances, super resolution yields very good results for up sampling and enhancing images. In this
case, there is no foreground motion. Enhancement is obtained from a single frame in a video taken on a Nexus One smart
phone. The images are scaled up by a factor of 3 times. The image on the far left shows a standard up scaling using the
Matlab imresize function and bicubic interpolation. This is compared to the results by using super resolution (middle). The
right most image is the ground truth for how a perfect up sampling should look.
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A typical super resolution algorithm works by registering images between video frames and then performing some sort
of smart averaging or linear approximation to try to deduce missing pixel information. Image registration can be
accomplished by many methods including Lucas-Kanade [2] or optical flow [3, 4]. The key is that we must be able to
register frames in a video such that we can map pixels in each frame to where they have moved in the next frame. Figure
1 shows an ideal example of a super resolution reconstruction of a frame in a video.
One common problem arises in super resolution reconstruction. It is that foreground objects such as cars and people can
have different motion than the background image. This causes registration for foreground objects in particular to have
high error when optical flow dominated by the background is applied to the foreground objects. In the example in figure
2, the pixels between frames for foreground objects fail to align causing the foreground object to appear blurred or noisy.
One potential solution is to isolate foreground pixels from the background and apply registration per foreground object.
Thus, we only register each foreground object alone and treat it differently than the background. However this too
creates new problems. We need to track each foreground object between frames and importantly we need accurate
segmentation between foreground and background. As such, we not only need to track objects, we need a tight bound on
the actual pixels which constitute the foreground object. As such, many great tracking solutions may not be ideal for our
task (for instance see examples [5-7] as well as the excellent survey [8]).

Figure 2. Super resolution fails when only background image motion is considered in the presence of moving foreground
objects such as driving cars. In this example, a car is driving on a runway while a camera flies overhead. The pixels of the
car are registered incorrectly causing some frame pixels to fall in front of and in back of the moving object creating a
motion like blur. As a result, standard up scaling using interpolation yields superior results. This is a standard problem in
super resolution and what this work is meant to address.

2. METHODS
2.1 Overview
Our solution works in several stages to track and segment foreground objects. A global motion compensated motion
detector works to find areas in a frame where foreground objects are likely be. In parallel, the frame is segmented using a
combination of color and motion features in a 5D object. The segments from the image are then assembled into master
objects comprised of neighboring segments with similar motion. Master objects are then matched back to a previous
frame for the purpose of tracking (figure 3).
As master objects are tracked, a generalized linear model is fit to them. The KL divergence between frames for an object
gives a good metric of continuity. The objects with a low KL are returned as tracked objects to the super resolution
routines. The super resolution is performed separately on foreground and background objects. Thus, the objects over
each frame are extracted and registered using Lucas-Kanade and placed back into the final super resolution image.
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Put more simply the order of operation for our program can be summed up like this: spot objects, segment objects,
assemble master objects, track master objects, check tracking, return master objects to super resolution, perform super
resolution.

Figure 3. The initial process of locating and tracking objects is shown. In parallel, frames of video are segmented and
motion detected. Segments are then labeled as being candidates if they are moving. Candidate segments are then merged
into master objects which can then be tracked. Each merged candidate is shown highlighted with it’s own distinct color in
the lower right corner (color corresponds to track ID). Notice that some erroneous sporadic objects are detected which is one
of the reasons for running constancy checking.

2.2 Motion Detection of Initial Hypothetical Targets (Spotting Targets).
OpenCV [9] can be used for basic motion target location. It has functions to compute the global motion within a video as
well as local motion. By subtracting the global motion from the local motion estimates, hypothetical foreground objects
can be located. In essence, this is all that we need at this point. We do not yet need to label or track targets. This will be
accomplished in later stages. We only need a good idea of where our hypothetical foreground objects are. Figure 4
shows a common output of the motion detection. Note that the camera is moving, so global motion subtraction is
essential.
It is the difference between foreground and background object motion which is of greatest concern. In general, the
semantic classification of an object is less important. This is because we want to compute super resolution on large
continuous segments. That is, if we accidentally split an object such as a car into two or more objects this is not a
problem just so long as those segments have continuity. Ideally, it would be better to run super resolution on one larger
continuous object, but running on two halves may be sufficient. Taking this into consideration, a motion based detector
and object locator is sufficient.
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Figure 4. Subtracting global motion from local motion yields the approximate location of moving objects (red highlight).
However, registration will be poor due to the coarse segmentation of foreground objects.

2.3 5D Segmentation
2.3.1 Mean Shift Kernel Density Estimation
One of the primary components of the tracker is the segmentation given by Mean Shift Kernel Density Estimation
(MSKDE) [10, 11]. It works by computing smooth feature regions using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) and then by
creating artificial plateaus by Mean Shift which is a mode finding algorithm. The implementation used rolls the KDE
and Mean Shift steps into a more compact form for optimization purposes.
KDE simply gives the density of features over all locations in the image. In a most basic sense, this works by computing
the feature distance from any point in an image to any other point. This is improved by using a kernel which weights
points that are closer with more importance. Also, it can reduce computational overhead by reducing search space to a
window around each location to be analyzed.
We compute MSKDE using the open source tool EDISON [12]. It takes as input a color image which it converts to
L*u*v color space [13-15]. Additionally, we must pre-specify the kernel width over color features and space. For our
purpose, the important part of EDISON is that it returns a list of image feature segmented objects. EDISON also has an
edge enhanced segmentation option which we leave turned off.
2.3.2 5D Image Segmentation from EDISON
MSKDE is not limited to three dimensions for color. In theory, we can add as many features as we want. The only
reasonable limit is that features should be smooth and continuous. The EDISON tool can be expanded to accommodate
these extra features. Since we are working with video, an extra common feature of continuity is motion. As such, our
segmentation model includes motion information along with the standard color features.
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Figure 5. The two inputs to EDISON are shown for a jittery video sequence. The top left image shows the motion registered
in the current frame (color represents direction and intensity represents speed). This is meshed with the image frame on the
right. The bottom images are the 5 dimensional segmentations. The bottom left image shows that the rather disorganized
motion information had been fused with the visual features and segmented in an orderly way.

The 5D EDISON segmentation works by adding motion as two more layers into a color image. So for instance, a
standard 3D (three color dimensions) image used by EDISON runs with YUV color. The 5D image adds onto this by
creating a gray scale image for motion in the X direction and a gray scale image for motion in the Y direction. So, the
5D image can be thought of as having Y, U, V, Motion X and Motion Y. Prior to processing by EDISON, the motion
images are in a raw format representing the magnitude in pixel distance that a pixel is believed to have moved.
However, the motion components need to be normalized with respect to magnitude for the YUV components. This
process eliminates negative values and causes motion X and motion Y to range from 0 to 255 much like the YUV
components. Note that after EDISON has run, the motion component outputs are denormalized back so that they can be
interpreted. Figure 5 gives a visual feel for input motion and color images as well as the output segments.
Normalization for each pixel i,j in the motion image M in the x direction as Mx is computed as:
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x

(1)

x

This forces the motion images to range from 0 to 1 when input into EDISON. The motion image can then be
denormalized from the segmented image returned by EDISON Ex along the direction x as:

( )

( )

( )

E x = E x ⋅ ⎡⎣ max M x − min M x ⎤⎦ + min M x

(2)

Note that this too is a pixel-wise operation.
The initial input motion image Mx is created using block matching as its base method [16, 17] (An open source Matlab
mpeg encoder which contains good block matching source code is provided by Steve Hoelzer [18]). However, block
matching is scale dependent for objects and sensitive to noise. Thus, given we have a moving object such as a car, if we
have a block which is too small it may overlap a homogeneous region such as a painted surface and not register motion.
However, if the block is too large, it will overlap with too much background. In the later case, even if the block registers
motion, it will lack fine detail due to its large size. The solution is to measure block matching at multiple scales. Thus,
we get fine-grained motion, but we also get whole motion over an object even in statistically smooth locations.
Scales for each motion map are all run through the same block matching process. However, each scale uses a different
sized block for matching. The block sizes are dyadic and in our implementation are sized 32x32, 16x16, 8x8 and 4x4.
Thus, we currently run 4 scales. Note that we can also run 2x2, but it gets to be expensive to run smaller scales. This is
because as we use smaller blocks to match, we must cover the whole frame with more blocks and thus must do more
block matchings. A 2x2 sized block matching run requires 4 times as many block matching ops than the 4x4 sized block.
Each scale of motion map is merged on a per-pixel basis. Note that we have two motion maps; one in the horizontal and
one in the vertical direction. These are merged separately. The mean map is very simple and is just the mean value for
each pixel across scales. So for motion map M and the dyadic scaled motion maps S in the x direction given scales 1 to n
with pixels at location i,j the mean map is:

M i,x j =

Si,x,1j + … + Si,x,nj

(3)

n

Combining motion maps into a single motion map using the standard mean computation appears to be the most effective
method.
Three forms of noise reduction are utilized in the code for the motion maps. Note, that motion denoising is done after
merging the different scales. Given the motion map M in the x direction, we convolve with a simple Gaussian kernel K
and get the augmented smoothed (spatially s) motion map Μ (Greek letter M).

Μ x, s = M x ⊗ K

(4)

We can then create basic temporal smoothing p for frame at time t and t-1 given a constant decay

Μ

x, p1
i, j

(t ) =

λ p1 as:

Μ i,x,sj ( t ) + Μ i,x,sj ( t − 1) ⋅ λ p1

λ p1 + 1

The noise can also be removed with a gain filter. Here we define a response filter R with a constant decay

⎡⎣ Μ i,x,sj ( t ) − Μ i,x,sj ( t − 1) ⎤⎦ + ⎡⎣ Ri,x j ( t − 1) ⋅ λ p2 ⎤⎦
R (t ) =
1 + λ p2

(5)

λ p2 .

x
i, j
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(6)

Μ i,x,jp2 ( t ) = Μ i,x,sj ( t ) − Ri,x j ( t )

(7)

Note that we can use either temporal noise filter methods by itself or in tandem.
Once the motion maps have been merged and denoised, they can be feed into the EDISON program as two new features
for motion X and motion Y (horizontal and vertical). This forms the basis of our 5D segmentation.
2.4 Integration of Master Objects
Master objects are created because it is typical to have objects with a common motion but different segments. As an
example, an automobile may be segmented into two or more parts: the painted body and the windows. However, these
parts have the same motion and are part of the same object. To improve the performance of the tracker and of the super
resolution reconstruction it is good to group object parts into a whole object we call the master object.
Our current method of creating a master object is somewhat simple, but is sufficient for the current stage of our research.
We take segments and group them into masters if they are touching and in motion. This is constrained by the motion
needing to be common. So we place bounds on connecting segments such that segments moving in opposite directions
cannot be connected into a master object. Further constraints include the size and general shape of segments. So very
large or very small segments are left out. Segments with no registered motion are never merged into master objects
causing them to be treated as background.
2.5 Tracking Objects
Master objects are tracked between frames by pixel matching. A master object is linked to a master object in a past
frame iff they are mutually the best match by overlap. So if master object B at time t overlaps best with master object A
at t-1, it is not considered an automatic match, A must be matched back to B. So A and B are linked in a track iff A
matches best to B and B matches best to A. This is a very simple method for tracking and necessitates that objects are
not moving too quickly such that they will fail to overlap between frames. It also will not track between complete
occlusions. However it is a simple, easy to compute and generally reliable method.
2.6 Continuity and Consistency
Object continuity can be tracked using a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) [19]. The purpose of continuity tracking is
that in order to perform super resolution reconstruction on a foreground object, we need a reasonable track on the object
over several successive frames. Objects, which are tracked, but considered unreliable, can be treated with a third option
of not applying enhancement at all. That is, regions which we are not sure are either foreground or background can be
left alone. Thus, we can leave it at its original resolution rather than allow it to become a worst-case object such as the
one seen in figure 2. Note: the results seen in figure 9 did not use this third option. All objects are treated as foreground
or background only.
Object consistency works by computing statistics about an object that is being tracked and looking for sudden changes
which might indicate a problem with the current tracking process. Figure 6 gives a visual example of how GLM’s can be
used to determine similarity of objects. Roughly speaking, we can fit tracked objects with Gaussian ellipses and look for
a strong change in the ellipse. A large difference in the GLM for an object constitutes a surprise [20, 21] and suggests
that our track is perhaps subpar.
Our GLM is computed from samples to give an elliptical shaped probability distribution. Thus, we are using a Gaussian
distribution with N samples x i (note this is a column vector). The mean x is computed in the usual way for the sample
mean. The variance matrix

Σ with full covariance is given by:

Σ̂ =

1 N
( x i − x ) ( x i − x )T
∑
N − 1 i =1

(8)

Using this, we would define the probability distribution function (PDF) as:

f ( x; μ , Σ ) =

( 2π )

1
N 2

det ( Σ )

12

⎛ 1
⎞
T
exp ⎜ − ( x − μ ) Σ −1 ( x − μ )⎟
⎝ 2
⎠
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(9)

Figure 6. Using a GLM we can determine how similar an object in frame 1 is to another object in frame 2. If their model
parameters overlap more, then we say that they are more likely to be the same object.

Figure 7. This is a visualization of the KL divergence. (top row) Given an initial hypothetical distribution over some
probability

()

()

p x (blue line) when we compute the update p x (violet line), the KL divergence is the joint information

between the two. This is obtained by integrating the area under the curve shown on the right. Note that the bottom row
shows how the KL divergence grows exponentially as two probability distributions diverge. So on the bottom, as the red,
yellow and green distributions diverge from the blue one (left), the area to integrate grows very quickly (right). Thus in this
case (leaving out the discussion of asymmetry), the KL divergence can be thought of as computing the overlap between two
normal distributions with an exponentially growing penalty for divergence.

The GLM can be fit on many pieces of data about an object. These include objects size, shape and color. While all of
these can be fed into a fully covariant GLM, there are difficulties with using color in RGB space since gray objects have
the same Red, Green and Blue value. This can lead to a singularity in a full GLM that arises when two or more
dimensions have the exact same value for all samples. An alternative color space such as HSV [22], H2SV [23, 24], Lab
[15] or XYZ [13] might be able to fix this problem if only the hue value is used. Whether or not color is included in the
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GLM, the spatial extent of an object can be plugged into the computation giving an elliptical fit over the object. This is
done by including the position of each pixel as a sample into the GLM computation.
An easy way to compute the magnitude of a shift between probability distributions is using the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence [25, 26] (figure 7). This gives the amount of mutual information between two probability distributions
described with a GLM. It also has the advantage of having a closed form integral solution for the mutual information
between two covariant Gaussian distributions. This is given as:

⎤
⎛ det ( Σ1 ) ⎞
1 ⎡
T −1
−1
KL ν ( x; μ 0 , Σ 0 ) ν ( x; μ1 , Σ1 ) = − ⋅ ⎢ log e ⎜
Σ
+
μ
−
μ
Σ
μ
−
μ
−
D
+
tr
Σ
(
)
(
)
⎥
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
⎟
2 ⎢⎣
⎝ det ( Σ 0 ) ⎠
⎥⎦

(

)

(

)

(10)

The dimension of the covariance matrix is given as the scalar D. Also, we define ν ( x; μ 0 ,Σ 0 ) as the parameters over

the initial model for an object in the last frame and ν ( x; μ1 ,Σ1 ) as the parameters over the same object in the frame that
follows it. Abstractly, this means we are testing that two different PDF parameter sets describe the same object, which
should hold under the assumption of temporal continuity.

Figure 8. An image frame is segmented and motion detected per usual. However as can be seen in the bottom right, each
object has a KL metric attached to it. This indicates how much this object is like itself in the last frame. If object tracking is
smooth, we should expect KL divergence to be small. The objects which have small KL numbers are noted in yellow
signifying that they are higher quality objects. The ones noted in red lettering have very high KL values and are poor objects
to track. These are discarded and not kept as foreground objects for super resolution.
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Since the Gaussian KL solution deals with the full covariance of the GLM, we get a true metric of change from one
GLM to the next. However, the KL metric does not have a closed value from 0 to 1 such as a probability. Instead, it
ranges from 0 to infinity (or negative infinity if one desires). It is also exponential, but monotonic in its value increase as
two distributions diverge. This should be kept in mind when using it.
One elementary way to use the KL is to determine goodness of track. If object A in frame t-1 is the same object A from
frame t, then the GLM fit for both frames of object A should be similar. The KL will register some change between
frames if the object is moving, thus it is used to give a general smoothness of change for a given object. A sudden jump
in the KL value suggests that object A in frame t-1 is not object A in frame t. Basically, a large KL may mean a loss of
track for an object. It can also mean that an object is unstable, and perhaps is not what we want to track anyways. Figure
8 shows an example of how KL is used to determine the goodness of track for moving objects.
Our current implementation handles a jump in KL using a constant cutoff to signify a bad track. For instance, we could
use a value of 0.333. If the KL value is below this, we stick with the notion that we have a good track. If the value is
over this, we believe that the track is poor. The value is hand tuned in the current implementation, but could be extended
to use online Bayesian methods to determine optimal values. One way to improve the KL cutoff value is to take into
account the size of the object. Smaller objects have difficulty overlapping precisely because the measurement is in
pixels. So we can define a cutoff range such that smaller objects have a higher cutoff value. Given the constant minimum
size for an object o in pixels ν, we can range the cutoff bo between constants χmax and χmin based on the number of pixels
in the object no. Note that ν is always less than no since very small objects are never tracked.

bo =

ν
⋅ χ max + χ min
no

(11)

2.7 Super Resolution Reconstruction
As a base, many methods of super resolution reconstruction can be used. Our method is a common Lucas-Kanade affine
motion translation with a linear fit to determine super resolution. The key is to mask out the location of foreground
objects from the background. This is also why it is important to maintain a track on each foreground object for several
frames. We need a sequence of masked foreground objects in order to piece together its super resolution enhancement.
So for each foreground object, we compute a mask around it, then compute super resolution for the background areas
which are not masked. The masked areas are enhanced by themselves and placed back into the background super
resolved image. Put more simply, foreground and background components of the image frame are super resolved
separately and then brought back together.

3. RESULTS
Examples of results are shown in figure 9. Several different kinds of video clips are used to determine robustness to
different conditions. These include mixtures of background motion (moving camera) and foreground motion. All
sequences are of vehicles moving in a scene since this is the primary type of situation we are concerned with in the
project this is applied to.
Quantitative analysis is underway, but qualitatively, we suggest that objects in relative isolation are well tracked and
segmented. Also, objects can be tracked and segmented even when partially obscured or crossing paths. However, the
current implementation does not deal well with moving objects in a crowded scene such as a parking lot.
Artifacts from the merging of foreground and background segmentation are present but are subtle. The primary reason
for the presence of such artifacts is that segmentation is not 100% tight with the borders of foreground objects. So some
small amount of background is still mixed with the foreground objects.

4. DISCUSSION
The solution presented works well for objects which are stand alone or in an uncrowded scene. For objects in a crowd or
directly passing each other, the solution works some of the time. As can be seen from the examples, when the tracker
and segmenter do work, the super resolution results look good. There are some artifacts at the boundary between
foreground and background, but these are subtle.
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Figure 9 (previous page). On the left are single frames from low resolution input videos. These are compared with up
sampling by interpolation and our super resolution reconstruction. Note that both of the results have been normalized to
increase clarity. In general, our solution works in many conditions and can even work with difficult targets such as those
which are moving closely past each other. Also note that without foreground segmentation and tracking, super resolution
enhancement for moving objects would look blurry like with the example in figure 2. As such, these are all fairly successful
examples.

It is also notable that we can enhance moving foreground objects in a static background. For instance, the first sequence
shown in figure 9 has a static camera which will prevent super resolution enhancement of the background because there
is insufficient motion diversity to deduce hidden pixel data. However, the car which is passing by is enhanced. Thus, we
can still enhance a video in places even when the camera is static. From a video quality standpoint this is very helpful
since our attention is drawn strongly to moving objects and as such these are what we really want to super resolve [2729].
Components of the current solution which work particularly well are the KL metric for goodness of track and the motion
5D segmented image. Indeed, it was interesting to see how well the motion information integrated into the EDISON
solution to create segmented motion maps. It would be interesting as a future experiment to see how well the motion
information aids in segmentation of the visible objects. That is, by adding motion to the segmentation, we may have not
only created good motion segmentation, but we may have improved the performance of the EDISON segmenter in
general.
One of the primary problems with the current solution arises because of the imperfect matching between motion detected
in an image and the EDISON segments. This creates much of the observed problems in tracking in crowded scenes. So
for instance a segment of road between two moving cars may be classified as moving since imprecise movement spills
over to it. As a result, it is detected as moving and causes a link to be formed between the two cars. This makes what
should be two independent objects merge into one object. A possible solution to this is to test the statistical goodness as
segments are added to master objects. So for keeping with the car example, we would avoid adding the road segment
because the resulting object is not like any of the previous expected objects.
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